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My first day at 
school

 I almost spend all of my life at the Lycée La Fontaine of Niamey, this
school saw me grew up. I can remember of my first day in this
school, It was in Grande Section and my teacher was Mister Alain 
Vollet, I was a Little shy this day because i was not knowing nobody
but when I arrived Mister Alain directly try to make me feel
confortable by presenting me to class and by  presenting me to the 
other Childrens. Since that day it makes almost 13 years that I am
here and unfornuatly the school will be shutdown next year.



My favorite 
moments

 I  spend very good moments in this school since i am here for example with all the fairs that happened every years
where it was my best Saturday morning in every school years , I also lived the 50th anniversairy of the school in 2012 
the schools administration invited everybody to a dinner at school i can remember that it was a good night and 
every spend a good time. I will also remember of the sport tournament that the CVL organise before almost every
holidays, i played sometimes or i just come to watch but it was very good every time.

 But i will specialy remember about the school trip that we have donc in february 2023, we go to morocco with the 
terminale and première HGGSP classes, all of the trip was incredible and i am considering it as the best trip of my
life.



The teachers
that i will
especially
remember

 I will especially remember about the history and geography
teachers Who are Mr.Kossou ,Mr Bertho and Mr Ali yero and made 
me like this subject with very interesting and funny classes they
also make me live one of the best trip of my life.

 There is also the P.E teachers Who are mr. Amada, Mr. Vivier and 
mr. Maucci. They made me suffer sometimes in Option P.E or in the 
P.E class but it was also very good moments , because of them i 
discover many sports and techniques that will serve me later.

 But I would like to thanks all of the teachers that help me to get
where i am now.



My difficulties
and projects

 This year was a very difficult year Because it is not easy to Learn
normaly at home especially in Niger because of the bad
connection and with the hope that the school will open in the year. 
At distance it feels like it missing something like the contact with
the people etc, but we all face the problem together and now it’s
the end of this difficult year.

 For the next chapter of my life who is the university i would like to 
do a AES licence or a Political Sciences licence in France.



THANKS !

 I would like to thanks all of the school staff who make my school
years inforgetable, unfornuatly the school will not open the next
year also but I am sure that in few years the Lycée La Fontaine of 
Niamey will come back with all of the staff and it will be able the 
carry its normal activities.


